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The plan

Why consider Geoengineering?Why consider Geoengineering? 
Geoengineering and the hydrologic cycle.

Fast and slow forcing and response
The volcano analogue, Pinatubo and geoengineering

Seeding Boundary Clouds
Climate responseClimate response
Complexity of forcing and response
Complexity of cloud response to seeding

Field Experiments. Some reasons why it may be 
desirable to do field experiments sooner rather than later.
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Fossil-fuel CO2 emissions
exceed SRES scenarios
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What will 
we do ifwe do if 
there
is a 

li tclimate 
crisis?



Geoengineering

Climate Intervention,,
Climate Engineering,

The large scale deliberate manipulation of the 
environment to counter some aspects of greenhouse gas p g g
emissions
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Some Geoengineering Approaches
Assessed as a  

“possibly attractive 
scheme”

Cost
Effectiveness
Perturbation

scheme

Perturbation 
on a natural 
phenomena
Readiness

May want to 
combine 
approachesapproaches

Cut 
emissions
Suck outSuck out 
CO2
Brighten 
Planet

New Scientist



Classes of Geoengineering

“Carbon Dioxide Removal”
Capture at stack or remote from source

Possible long term
p

sequester
Biochar

“Solar Radiation Management”

Possible long term 
solution, slow and 
expensive

Solar Radiation Management
Mirrors in Space
Stratospheric Aerosols

Probably not a long
“Whitening clouds”
Painting rooftops white
Plant selection or genetic engineering to

Probably not a long 
term solution, cheap, 
quick & maybe other 
good reasons to Plant selection or genetic engineering to 

make “whiter plants”
Increase Outgoing Longwave Emission

Make cirrus more transparent

consider it.

Make cirrus more transparent
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Climate System Energy Balance 

Kiehl and Trenberth



Cooling after Pinatubo

Soden et al 2002



Precipitation after
PinatuboPinatubo

Trenberth and Dai, GRL, 2007Trenberth and Dai, GRL, 2007
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Forcing Agents and Precipitation
See e.g. Bala 2009; Andrews et al, 2010, Alan Robock, 2008

Consider the temperature response Now consider the temperature profile 
produced by increasing GHG to give

g

z

produced from an increase in surface 
temperature

produced by increasing GHG to give 
an equivalent surface temperature 
change

The red profile is “more stable” than the blue. 

T

p
Surface energy balance also driven by equilibrium between 
Solar + LW + LHFlux + SHFlux.

If we compensate for the increased downward longwave radiationIf we compensate for the increased downward longwave radiation 
from greenhouse gases by reducing solar radiation by the same 
amount, we can produce a net radiation balance at the surface so 
temperature will not change.  e pe a u e o c a ge



Reducing solar radiation to keep temperature constant 
reduces precipitation 

Decreasing short wave to cool surface

z z

If we compensate for the increased downward longwave radiation from 

T T

p g
greenhouse gases by reducing solar radiation by the same amount, we 
can produce a net radiation balance at the surface so temperature will 
not change.  

However, this will result in a reduction of precipitation due to stability & 
the balance of Solar + LW + LHFlux + SHFlux

Th t il i t b btl “l i i htThe consequences to soil moisture can be subtle: “less precip might 
imply less water in soil, and less evap thus warmer” BUT less sunlight 
and cooler can also imply less evap, with little change to soil moisture”



Rasch et al. (2008)

CO2 F i CO2 + Geo

Precipitation Response to 
forcing from CO2 and 
Stratospheric aerosols

CO2 Forcing CO2 + Geo 
Forcing

NCARAmplification of Hydrologic 
lcycle

Narrowing of ITCZ
Stippling indicate statistical 
i ifi

CO2 + Geo 
Forcing

significance

Other consequences for Forcing
GISS

Other consequences for
Temperature
Winds
Sea IceSea Ice
Chemistry
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Jones et al (2010), 

JJA precipitation 
response to 
stratospheric 
aerosol forcing 
(N CO2 F i )(No CO2 Forcing)

GISS, Robock

UKMO, Jones
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Uncertainties in Precipitation Projections
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Temperature Precipitation
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Humans do 
affect clouds

Simple theory suggests

More aerosol 
 d more drops 
 smaller drops 
 more reflective

clouds

•CO2 doubling compensated by (Slingo, 1990):
•120% increase in droplet concentrations
•40% decrease in cloud drop size40% decrease in cloud drop size
•12% increase in oceanic cloud cover



Geoengineering by seeding boundary layer 
cloudsclouds

First suggested by John Latham in 1990 gg y
Subsequently explored in a few studies over the last 20 
years

The idea is to
Take some seawater
Convert it to very small droplets
Introduce these tiny droplets near the ocean surface. They 
will evaporate and make tiny salt particles that can act aswill evaporate and make tiny salt particles that can act as 
the Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN)





The cloud seeding paradigmThe cloud seeding paradigm
Natural sea salt is estimated to be ~10% of CCN over 
the ocean. If one increased sea salt mass but 
maintained the same naturally broad size distributionmaintained the same naturally broad size distribution, 
then a 10x increase in seasalt particles might double 
CCN, but might also produce more giant nuclei, 
increasing precipitation, and decreasing cloud. 
Instead, assume is that the particle size distribution of 
a geoengineered aerosol could be optimized (e ga geoengineered aerosol could be optimized (e.g. 
monodisperse, initial droplet size of 0.8 micron)
These CCN would activate preferentially over naturallyThese CCN would activate preferentially over naturally 
occurring aerosol. Doubling of droplet number N could 
be ensured by adding 2N seawater CCN.



If we decided to seed 30% of the globe, 
where might we seed? 

(number of months we seed at each location)(number of months we seed at each location)



C/O Stephen Salter



Two science questions might be considered

Is it possible to increase the reflectivity of clouds p y
deliberately? (How? Where? What works, what doesn’t?)
(with Hailong and Graham)
If we could increase the reflectivity of clouds, what mightIf we could increase the reflectivity of clouds, what might 
be the consequence to the planet?
(with many others)
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Surface Temperature Change 
(compared to control)(compared to control)

2xCO2

+ seeding 20% of the 
ocean

+ seeding 70% of the 
ocean



Change in 
Latent Heat
Flux 
( ti )(evaporation)



Sea Ice is affected 
by global warming 

d i iand geoengineering
Summer  sea 
ice goes awayice goes away 
with a doubling 

of CO2

Ice returns with 
geoengineering

It is possible to 
overdo the effect



Precipitation Change
(compared to today)

Jones et al 2009

(compared to today)

Precipitation Today

Change from 
geoengineering by 

seeding 20% of the 
ocean



Return to “present day” global average
(0 -> complete return to present)( p p )



Upper Ocean  
Temperature 
ChChange
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Meridional Overturning Circulation Changes
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We have assumed to this point that it is 
possible to change the reflectivity of clouds 
deliberately

Is it so easy to do? Does it occur by y y
“Twomey effect”?
“Albrecht effect”?
Which is more important? Drop Size? Lifetime? LWP?Which is more important? Drop Size? Lifetime? LWP? 
Cloud Fraction? Cloud Morphology?
Do we seed in pristine regions? 
Do we seed before a cloud forms? (nighttime?)
Avoid Precipitation?
Questions go on and on and on……Questions go on and on and on……
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Numerical Experiments
(Wang, Rasch, Feingold, ACPD, submitted)

Sounding Background CCN, mg-1 Injection method

2003
Uniform (U)

Wet (W)
100

1

4
3 ships (P3)

Dry (D)
50

2
4

1 ship  (P1)

None
1. Weakly precipitating case
2. Strongly precipitating case
3 Non precipitating wet case

None
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3. Non-precipitating wet case
4. Non-precipitating dry case
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Cloud Field 
(Wang, Rasch, Feingold, ACPD, submitted)( g, , g , , )

Cloud albedo
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Baseline, W100 Uniform injection



Horizontal distribution of  injected 
CCN and impact on cloud albedoCCN and impact on cloud albedo

W50-P3 W50-U

W100-P3 W100-U

More effective in the weakly precipitating caseMore effective in the weakly precipitating case
(areal coverage of  CCN is more important than # 
concentration) 



Summary

Aerosol injection can be very effective in enhancing cloud 
albedo, e.g.:

W kl i it ti i l t th f ti fWeakly precipitating regime – aerosol prevent the formation of 
precipitation
Post-precipitation regime when CCN are highly depleted and 
environment is conducive to cloud formation

It i k b t i ll ff ti iIt is weaker but marginally effective in
Originally very polluted regime
Very dry regime (water-vapor-limited)

It is ineffective inIt is ineffective in
Strongly precipitating regime if injected aerosols cannot 
stop/significantly weaken precipitation

Injection method is critical in determining the distribution of 
injected aerosolsinjected aerosols

Area coverage vs. concentration,
The response is far more nuanced than predicted by the 
“simple” theory, and each seeding strategy produces a 
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p y, g gy p
different response in every situation.



Why it might make sense to 
consider field experiments 

l t d t i irelated to geoengineering

1. Aerosol-Cloud interactions are a critical and very poorly 
understood component of the climate system

2. We are currently stuck with “studies of opportunity”2. We are currently stuck with studies of opportunity
3. We have little opportunity to systematically and thoroughly 

explore the response of clouds to aerosols, particularly on 
scales larger than a single cloud 

4. We know that our lack of knowledge about aerosol cloud 
interactions 

A. Has hindered our ability to explain the change in climate over the 
last century + and isolate climate sensitivity to CO2 forcing &last century + and isolate climate sensitivity to CO2 forcing  & 
cloud feedbacks.

B. It thus also confounds our ability to predict future climate change
5. Field Experiments may contribute to Fundamental p y

Understanding of the Climate System & Geoengineering
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